I. Administrative Business
A. Call to order Passed
B. Role Call Passed
C. Agenda Passed

II. Presentations

III. Legislative Business

CRC WCC students passed Motion to fund half of the expenses (total expense $1500)

A. Friends of NAMU Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/5 a club’s sole purpose must not be to only recruit volunteers / fundraise for another organization; 2.0.4/4/6 feasibility issues due to training for students

B. Health Fields BA Passed Motion to reject 2.4.4/1/1 duplication of services with HOSA

C. Jack and Jodh Passed Motion to reject 2.4.4/1/1 duplication of services with Western MH resources like Active Minds, SSC Wellness and PurpleCare

D. Medical Resource Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6a students mentoring other students is not allowed; 2.4.4/1/1 duplication of services Western Health and Research conference with friends of medicine, HOSA, Research conference: Canadian Association for Research in Regenerative Medicine at Western; 2.0.4/4/5 teaching and training

E. MEDIHYPE Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6a a club’s sole purpose must not be to only fundraise for charity; 2.0.4/4/6 feasibility issues due to voluntourism; 2.0.4/4/7a international exchange / learning opportunities

F. Nishang Club Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6/9 niche interest

G. Nishang Club Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6/9 niche interest

H. One for the World Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6a a club’s sole purpose must not be to only fundraise for charity; 2.0.4/4/6 feasibility issues due to voluntourism; 2.0.4/4/7a international exchange / learning opportunities

I. Students for Health Humanities Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6/9 niche interest

J. Students for Health Humanities Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6/9 niche interest

K. Students For Partners in Health Canada Western Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6/9 niche interest

L. Students For Partners in Health Canada Western Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6/9 niche interest

M. The Society of Serbian Students - Saint Sava Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6/9 niche interest

N. The Society of Serbian Students - Saint Sava Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6/9 niche interest

O. The Western University Esports Team Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6/9 niche interest

P. The Western University Esports Team Passed Motion to reject 2.0.4/4/6/9 niche interest

Table remaining agenda items
Adjournment Passed